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Abstract: Designing or expanding a bicycle-sharing system (BSS) involves addressing the infras-
tructure’s location of the bicycle stations. Station location is an essential factor for designing and
implementing a new system or for its operation. In a complex spatial optimization context, geo-
graphic information systems (GIS) can support this decision problem. There are also numerous ways
of subdividing the broad spectrum of location-allocation models used in previous studies. However,
a station location comprehensive review and systematization with the specific aim of characterizing
the state of the art of BSS is missing. The present research aimed to provide a comprehensive sys-
tematization for station location problems, criteria, and techniques, seeking to identify the current
state of practice. We searched scientific publication databases to collect relevant publications—the
final list comprised 24 papers for the literature review. The systematization addresses the two major
problems concerning bicycle station location: initial network design and operation improvement
(where changes in operating a BSS are implemented). Based on the literature, we propose a set
of four main criteria for choosing appropriate places for bike stations (or parking) in a city: “bike
network”, “operator”, “user”, and “city infrastructure”. The sub-criteria mentioned in the literature
are categorized based on the proposed classification and new sub-criteria are suggested. We also
group location modeling techniques into three categories: “mathematical algorithms”, “multi-criteria
decision making”, and “GIS”. Combining GIS and multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) has
received more attention in recent years to locate bike stations, evaluate their operating performance,
and have more accurate and practical results.

Keywords: bike-sharing systems; station location; GIS; optimization problem; MCDM; location
criteria classification

1. Introduction

Bicycle-sharing systems (BSSs) are becoming popular transportation resources in
many cities. This transportation mode has many benefits, including a reduction in pol-
lution and traffic. It also contributes to improving users’ health [1]. The two most recent
generations of BSSs are station-based BSSs (SBSSs) and dock-less BSSs (DBSSs). SBSSs have
an infrastructure of stations in a particular area and allow the use of bicycles on a rental
and short-term basis. Users can unlock a bike in a station through a membership card or a
smartphone app for a period and then return it to the same or another station. As a result,
station network accessibility restricts the utilization of SBSSs. For DBSSs, users locate and
pick up bikes with their smartphones without such network accessibility restrictions. DBSS
users can leave bicycles anywhere inside their operation zone. In addition, DBSS users do
not face a station’s capacity restrictions (i.e., no empty racks) at the destination. However,
both generations face problems. In this study, we refer to physical or virtual stations for
SBBSs or DBSSs, respectively. The former issue includes location and capacity (i.e., number
of bike racks) restrictions. The latter has mainly a location restriction (although urban
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space for dropping bikes can also be an issue). By responding to SBSS planning and design
issues, the corresponding solutions can inform DBSS challenges.

Studies related to BSS infrastructure implementation have focused on a range of
diverse problems, from the impact of bicycles on transportation and the associated envi-
ronmental benefits [2,3], to the promotion of this transportation mode [4] or to demand
prediction [5]. Concerning the design of bicycle transportation infrastructure, the compo-
nents of a system have been addressed in different studies. The characteristics of bicycles [6]
and the network dimension [7] are critical aspects to consider when implementing new
BSSs. One other type of problem addressed in the literature encompasses the system’s
operation. Indeed, researchers have focused their studies on operational issues, such as
improving the system’s efficiency by rebalancing the bicycles among stations [8] and man-
aging the abandoned and irregularly parked bikes in DBSSs via a virtual station. Therefore,
to have an efficient network and a decent service, all parts of a BSS must be appropriately
designed and operated.

Stations in an SBSS are the most visible component, and their location and capacity
have an essential impact on the system operation. Differently, in some DBSSs, based
on the decision of the operator to manage the abandoned and irregularly parked bikes,
stations are the designated areas as bike parking (virtual stations) that guide users to
pick and park bikes there. Therefore, station location is essential in implementing BSS
schemes and operations [9,10]. Besides, implementing the BSS and encouraging people to
use their bikes can be achieved through bicycle infrastructure investments and coupling
bicycle stations with parking infrastructures [11]. Each station’s best location, whether
physical or virtual, must be selected [12] because the proper distribution of stations can
play an essential role in increasing bicycle usage [13]. The station locations are mainly
designated to balance pick-ups and drop-offs of bicycles in an optimized station network
operation. Operators need to have fewer rebalancing expenses in the system and preserve
high user satisfaction. Therefore, the location of BSS stations, physical or virtual, is mainly
an optimization problem that should provide satisfactory solutions according to specific
criteria (e.g., population density, user satisfaction, proximity to public transport) while
facing constraints (e.g., budget, available locations).

Two types of problems are the most frequently enumerated in the literature. On
the one hand, the design of BSSs, which includes the station’s critical location and the
system’s dimensions (in the case of SBBS), appears to be a primary concern of researchers.
It is the first step of any BSS implementation project. On the other hand, many studies
have focused on improving BSSs operations, i.e., modifying operating systems to obtain
predefined goals related to their performance. Sometimes these two types of problems can
be merged in the same study, where optimization algorithms apply. These algorithms are
mainly applied to improve the availability, efficiency, and responsiveness of systems. In
addition, conflicting criteria arise when we formulate a BSS problem. For instance, initial
investment cost, operating cost, and bike distribution cost are the criteria that lead decision
makers to build fewer bicycle stations when these criteria receive a higher priority. On the
other side, criteria such as user convenience, access to the public transportation network,
and proximity of stations all increase the cost of setting up or developing a BSS. For this
purpose, multi-criteria decision making may contribute to the comprehensive modeling
of the BSS station location problems. At the same time, all BSS location problems have
an inherent spatial nature. As such, GIS-based spatial analysis and indicators provide
valuable inputs for the production of viable BSS station locations.

The objective of the current study is to provide a systematic literature review focusing
on the station location problems and to improve the planning or operation of SBSSs. Some
previous reviews focused on techniques such as multi-criteria decision making in the trans-
port sector [14], the use of GIS to measure sustainable urban transport performance [15], or
GIS and transportation [16]. However, a comprehensive review and systematization with
the specific aim of characterizing state of the art BSSs station location problems are missing.
DBSS virtual station locations can develop from this research, as similar challenges are
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faced though with lesser restrictions, for instance, capacity design of station bike racks.
Therefore, our literature review addresses two types of problems: planning and design,
and operation improvement. In addition, we review and classify modeling techniques into
mathematical algorithms, multi-criteria decision making models, and GIS.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the methodology
of the research. Section 3 characterizes the research within the scopes of planning and
design or operation improvement problems. Identifying modeling techniques for the
location of BSS stations will be presented in Section 4. A critical analysis of the selected
studies is provided in Section 5 to comprehensively identify criteria and techniques from the
literature. Finally, the conclusion summarizes the key findings, providing some practical
guidance that may be useful for further research and applications.

2. Materials and Methods

Two electronic academic publication databases—Scopus and Web of Science (WoS)—
were searched in November 2020 to collect the relevant publications. Two types of searches
were conducted for peer-reviewed academic journals, specifically research articles and
reviews, concerning the location of bicycle stations. The first search based on the title’s
content, abstract, and keywords focused narrowly on terms related directly to the identified
topic, and we found 250 and 200 articles in Scopus and WoS, respectively. As a location
problem is an optimization problem, the second search was wider to capture papers
investigating “bicycle station location optimization”. We found 53 and 44 articles in
Scopus and WoS, respectively. Articles that did not focus on bicycle station locations
were excluded. We checked 172 papers, identified an overlap of 83 articles, and 89 papers
remained. We examined the abstracts of all 89 remaining documents to determine the type
of problem or technique addressed. The majority of documents focused on the rebalancing
of SBSSs and DBSSs or the effect of rebalancing techniques on its operation. The final list
comprised 24 essays for the literature review. Some of these papers (11 in total) focused
on the planning and design problems of new BSSs. Thirteen of the articles were related to
operation improvement problems for currently operated BSSs. The methodology consists
of the steps presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Methodology of the review.

In the next section, we classify each paper as to whether it relates to “Planning
and Design Problems” in the case of new BSSs, or “Operation Improvement Problems”
when changes occur in an operating BSS. The discussion of the collected case studies and
references includes the added value to understanding the BSS planning and design or
operational improvement problems. In addition, we present the corresponding context
details and station location criteria, such as city size, service density, and operator concerns.
Based on the literature, a classification set of a station location’s main criteria is proposed:
“network”, “operator”, “user”, and “city infrastructure”.
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3. Types of Problems

A location problem is an optimization problem. The solution proposes a set of appro-
priate places in a specific area to optimize the value of an objective function while verifying
all the given restrictions. Location problems studies began in 1909 to minimize the distance
from a warehouse to customers [17]. After that, the classic problems of p-median and
p-center were proposed [18]. Since then, facility location studies have intensified, and
various models and algorithms have been proposed. These models and algorithms have
their advantages and disadvantages in different periods and scenarios. In this study, bike
station location problems are divided into “Planning and Design Problems” and “Operation
Improvement Problems”. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 describe them, respectively.

3.1. Planning and Design Problems

All the BSSs are organized by local community groups or non-profit organizations or,
on the other hand, by government agencies that manage them mainly through a public–
private partnership. In this context, studies have identified how to optimally select the
location, capacity, and number of stations of BSSs and consider the concerns of users and
operators when planning the systems.

Guler and Yomralioglu [19] defined an optimization algorithm coupling station loca-
tions and cycling route problems and applied it to a case study in Istanbul, Turkey. They
included the following criteria: closeness to shopping centers, bus lines, parks, transporta-
tion stations, educational centers, population density, slope, bicycle stations, and cycling
lanes. Fazzio et al. [20] used a method to rank station locations optimally while designing
better infrastructure and cycle networks in Catania, Italy. The criteria included an index
of closeness and accessibility to the public transport system, population, job locations,
and parking demand. In Isfahan, Iran, a study concluded that proximity to public trans-
portation networks, bike lanes, type of use, and demand are important factors to find the
best station location [13]. With the same goal, a location-allocation model integrated with
GIS was proposed for Madrid’s city center [21]. The authors considered several criteria in
their model: proximity to population, activities, public transport network, and distances
between stations.

Similar to the bicycle station location, a study was conducted in Quebec City, Canada,
to find the optimal sites for designing bicycle parking infrastructure [11]. The study aimed
to promote cycling by presenting a new methodology to identify the optimal locations to
install short-term (bicycle racks) and long-term (bicycle lockers or indoor locking facilities)
bicycle parking. For this reason, data related to the destinations of existing and potential
cyclists and the proximity of the bicycle network to high frequency bus stops were the two
priority indexes for finding the locations. A second priority index was then developed that
determines where long-term bicycle parking is needed among the sites identified in the
previous step. Finally, the authors calculated the number of recommended bicycle parking
spaces for these locations.

In parallel to finding the ideal location for bike stations, some researchers have in-
cluded other factors in their analysis. The number of docks and bikes and in/outcome
trips at each station are the three extra vital factors that significantly impact the station
location and final network efficiency. In this regard, Chou et al. [22] have examined station
location, the number of docks, bikes at each station, and the number of trips (using transit
data from the train and bus operators) to design and manage the BSS. The study focused
on analyzing the capacity of a BSS to support trips based on the number of bikes and
users in the new city of Punggol, Singapore. The authors proposed ideal locations from 16
candidate sites to set up the bicycle stations. Wuerzer et al. [23] presented an algorithm to
locate and optimize the number of bikes and stations for Downtown Boise, USA [23]. The
main criteria were population density, employment density, higher education, bus stops,
bike lanes, parking garages, retail, ATMs, and parks. They proposed a plan with 140 bikes
and 14 stations.
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In addition to the above goals, Frade [10] sought to solve the planning and design
problem from another angle, i.e., the operator’s concerns. The main concern for pub-
lic/private investors in BSSs is maximizing the benefits through an accurate design and
system operation. The author defined a methodology to support decision makers in Coim-
bra, Portugal. The model locates the stations per zone without setting the station’s precise
location. The only primary condition is that no site should exceed 500 m as a suitable
estimated walking distance.

BSS demand data of trip origins and destinations (which reflects user needs) is the
basis of other studies to determine station location. Lin et al. [24] proposed a new design
for a BSS (including potential bicycle station locations) through a hub-location inventory
model based on origin–destination matrices. The criteria to select the best place for the
station were: 300–500 m as a minimum distance to important origin or destination bicycle
trip generators, minimizing total traveling costs, convenient walking distance, and guaran-
teeing the availability of bicycles in each station. In addition, the study determined where
to build the bicycle lanes, which paths best match origin–destination pairs, and the required
inventory level for sharing bicycles at each station to ensure the desired availability [24].

Several studies considered the service density to design a BSS (which reflects the
importance of the city infrastructure). One more principle to consider in developing a BSS
is user equity. Models for planning and design bike-sharing station locations that include
maximization of the coverage and accessibility and equality principles and the connection
with public transport aspects have also been proposed [25].

Since most studies were designing a BSS at the city scale, Mete et al. [26] developed
the system for the Gaziantep University campus to find the best station location and reduce
walking distance. The main criteria of administration were proximity to demand points
and availability for possible infrastructure.

3.2. Operation Improvement Problems

With the increase of citizen awareness and their longing for using BSSs and for city
managers worldwide to follow the UN Vision 2030, the development of BSSs and their
accessibility for all citizens in a city has intensified. To this end, studies identified how
to select the location, capacity, and number of new stations, and consider the concerns of
users and operators in the improvement modeling.

Many studies have suggested adding new stations to the existing networks by con-
sidering different criteria. A study in Montréal, Canada, developed a methodology to
plan effective additions to an existing bicycle network [27], using several indicators to
demonstrate how to prioritize different possible new locations for bicycle facilities. Another
study was carried out to find the best location for stations, and to rank and prioritize them
in a BSS [28], by considering land types, amount of available space, accessibility to main
bike routes, and walkability to destinations. Kabak et al. [29] evaluated the current status
of a BSS in Karsiyaka, Izmir (Turkey), and proposed new station locations for the system
using 12 criteria in the evaluation. Banerjee et al. [30] studied the expansion of the BSS in
Baltimore, USA, focusing on the intensity of road segment usage and identifying optimal
locations for new stations. The location criteria included closeness to transit, attractions,
restaurants/pubs, and existing bike stations.

The optimization of virtual station locations was addressed in a study of the DBSS
of Beijing, China [31]. Although some studies aimed to find virtual stations or zones for
new stations, some studies sought to pinpoint exact locations of new stations. Various
techniques support the characterization of possible sites, such as questionnaires [27,32],
where several locational criteria can be identified. An exciting criterion for the new station
location is considering user residence locations [9], where station location criteria included
the distance from user residence location and proximity to current stations (considering that
each station has an area of influence). Another important criterion that significantly impacts
the station’s location is the uncertainty of traveler demands. For that, hybrid algorithms for
location-allocation of bike stations can be developed [33], optimizing the station locations
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while considering the need to minimize time and travel costs. However, cities often lack
data on BSSs travel demand and the interaction with the remaining transport system,
namely public transportation, which is a crucial pitfall when planning and designing new
or expanding existing BSSs. Such missing data is even more problematic when BSSs are
essential complements to public transportation as facilitators of the first-and-last miles.

Another important factor in network development is the initial budget allocated to
the project and the extent to which bicycle stations can be spatially distributed to enhance
station accessibility while also attaining spatial and social equity. A study [34] concluded
that many stations were needed to expand a BSS to better cover the region being studied.
However, because of the limitation of initial investment, the number of stations required
for a given level of service was found, enabling the problem of selecting station locations
based on investment level. By considering user and operator related criteria, criteria related
to the city infrastructure also influence network development. In this regard, to help the
companies to maintain and manage their bicycles and service sites, a study [35] focused on
selecting the optimal service sites for Mobikes in Fuzhou, China. They planned the shortest
circuit between service sites using city infrastructure criteria such as population density
and neighborhood size.

In addition to the bicycle station location, further research considered other factors
in network development. A study [36] was conducted to identify the shortage of bikes
and racks in a BSS in Taipei, Taiwan, and to determine site selection of further rental
stations. Five main criteria of demographic variables, accessibility, the attractiveness of
the shopping district, the potential for development, and competitiveness (designed by
planners compared with suggested by people) were considered. Griffin and Jiao [37]
examined the difference between station location proposals with a higher detail level from
planners and citizens. The study evaluated the impact of participant input via a public
participation geographic information system (PPGIS) to suggest the location of new BSS
stations in New York City and Chicago. The study found that the suggestions offered by
PPGIS have a significant impact on the knowledge and insights of planners in designing
the BSS and station location.

Sometimes, the goal of city managers in developing a BSS is not precisely because
of the high demand of cyclists. Sometimes networks are designed to encourage other
citizens who mostly use different modes of transportation. For example, Yogyakarta is
the fourth most congested city in Indonesia, highlighting the importance of changing the
transportation mode from private vehicles to public transportation. With this purpose
in mind, a study [38] developed a currently operating BSS consisting of only 12 stations,
trying to find the optimal location for new stations by considering 13 criteria in the model.
Sometimes, the issue is related to the density and inequitable distribution of services, where
BSSs do not reach low-income areas in a city (see [34]).

4. Location Techniques

There are numerous ways of subdividing the broad spectrum of location and alloca-
tion models used in previous studies. The taxonomy of location models includes analytic,
continuous, network, and discrete models, all well-known and familiar modeling tech-
niques [39]. While analytical models assume that demand is distributed uniformly across
a service area, continuous models typically assume it occurs at discrete network points.
Network models assume that demand and facilities are addressed as a network composed
of nodes and links and focus mainly on finding polynomial-time algorithms. Discrete mod-
els address BSS demand at the nodes and stations are restricted to a finite set of candidate
locations. The discrete location models are also divided into three parts: covering-based
models (with three subdividing: set covering, max covering, p-center), median-based
models (with two subdividing: p-median, fixed charge), and other models [40].

In this review, the techniques related to bike-sharing station locations that were used
in the literature are categorized as “mathematical algorithms”, “multi-criteria decision
making”, and “GIS-based modeling”, and are addressed in Sections 4.1–4.3, respectively.
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4.1. Mathematical Algorithms

Location models include three types of performance indicators to balance the service
quality and efficiency of a BSS: availability (set covering location model), efficiency (maxi-
mal covering location model), and responsiveness (p-median location model). Availability
implies whether a service facility is located within a customer’s preferred distance. Effi-
ciency refers to the maximum rate of customer satisfaction a service can deliver with limited
facilities. Responsiveness is the ability to provide service to customers promptly, which is
regarded as minimizing the total/average travel distance between customers and service
facilities in a location-based analysis [40]. In similar research [26], a set of location problem
formulations (p-median, p-center, maximal covering, set covering, and undesirable facility
location models) were applied to determine station locations for a given demand. The
study concluded that the p-median solution was more effective in determining station
locations considering accessibility because it produced uniform coverage.

An optimization model was also proposed [25] to maximize the aspects of coverage,
accessibility, and equality simultaneously under a limited available budget. The study’s
results show that the proposed model is efficient and that an increase in accessibility and
coverage guarantees a decrease in inequality and discrimination among the various users.
The station’s size and the origin–destination demand were not considered in their model.
To find the ideal station locations, the number of docks and bikes at each station, stochastic
network flow models to estimate the flow of bikes, and the distribution of bicycles in
the stations can be used [22]. Transit data from the train and bus operators were used
to perform the numerical analysis. The study concluded that allocating and distributing
enough bicycles to well-located stations is essential to develop an effective BSS.

Optimization models usually consider an available budget as a constraint, maximizing
the system’s benefits by covering the demand and the return on investment, solved with
optimization software [10]. The model can determine the optimal location of the bicycle
stations at each zone the study area is divided into and the fleet size, the capacity of the
station, and the number of bicycles in each station, considering an initial investment lower
than the given budget constraint.

Some studies have based their analysis on the history of network demand or its fore-
cast. A real-time optimization problem used a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP)
model to maximize the user demand with a clustering algorithm [31]. The experimental
results demonstrated that the MILP model and the proposed method are superior to the
examined K-means method. Jin et al. [35] used data collected from Mobikes in the five
districts to select service sites and plan the shortest circuit connecting sites. Density-based
clustering algorithms and ant colony algorithms were used in the study. The former an-
alyzed the experimental data and determined the number and location of service sites.
In contrast, the latter was applied for planning the shortest circuits. The scatter diagram
of the distribution of the Mobikes was carried out by using GIS. Demand in studies can
be assumed to be constant or applied under uncertain status in the model. A location-
allocation model, including capacity decisions, and the sample average approximation
(SAA) method were used in [33] to find optimal bike stations in uncertain demand. Because
of the problem’s NP-hardness, a hybrid greedy/evolutionary algorithm was developed
based on genetic and particle swarm optimization. Their results confirmed the validity of
the proposed model and the efficiency of the hybrid algorithm. In a different work, a hub
location inventory model was formulated to address the BSS design problem through an
integrated view [24]. The hub location problem involves determining the hub facilities and
determining the links to connect origins, destinations, and hubs. The presented formulation
was not computationally tractable, and the authors proposed a greedy heuristic method to
efficiently find near-optimal solutions.

Some studies have undertaken their analysis by surveying people or experts.
Shu et al. [32] conducted a questionnaire survey in 220 bicycle stations, with seven land-use
categories according to type and sixteen according to intensity. A binary logistic model was
also developed to verify that users with different travel purposes have different walking
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distances. The study concluded that the users choose stations within close walking distance
and that a shorter length improves user’ satisfaction.

4.2. Multi-Criteria Decision Making

Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) helps decision makers to solve complex
decision problems in a scientific and analytical framework. Some models and processes
that fit into this category are:

• Analytical hierarchy process (AHP), e.g., AHP/fuzzy or AHP/ANP, which make a
pairwise comparison of some criteria and then weight elements to identify the best
alternative.

• ELECTRE, which determines preferred alternatives based on two indices called the
concordance index and the discordance index.

• TOPSIS, which examines the best alternative or criteria according to the shortest and
farthest distance from the positive and the negative ideal solution, respectively.

• PROMTHEE, that finds the optimal alternative that best matches the objectives and
understanding of the problem.

• MOORA, that optimizes two or more overlying objectives under constraints.
• HYBRID modeling, which combines two different methodologies, mostly MCDM,

with other methods, such as a combination with GIS (i.e., GIS-MCDM). Because of
their advantages and disadvantages, they are mostly applied separately or integrated
with other methods.

The optimal station location can be studied by incorporating mathematical program-
ming and AHP, with appropriate goals and locational criteria [13], weighted through
MCDM methods. The final scores of every point can be calculated by maximizing the
utility of stations and minimizing station establishment costs in every region. In addition,
analyses of questionnaires distributed among experts can support the evaluation of accessi-
bility to the main bike route, walkability to destinations, amount of available space, and
the types of land, with the goal of ranking suitable locations [28]. BSSs can be planned by
combining MCDM methods and GIS. This combination can be further supported by AHP
to obtain the weights of criteria for multi-objective optimizations and evaluate current
and potential alternatives. In a Turkish city, Kabak et al. [29] found that the most crucial
factor from the transport network dimension was the proximity to the cycling lanes and
the lowest priority was the proximity to primary or secondary schools.

4.3. GIS-Based Modeling

The usage of GIS is advantageous for bicycle station locations, as GIS allows for
the efficient and effective gathering, managing, and analyzing of geographical data. The
geographical elements, land use, cost, and environmental impact are usually the crucial
criteria in the station location domain. Some studies have used GIS-based multi-criteria
analysis tools to evaluate and analyze some goals, such as finding the optimal bicycle
infrastructures, the distribution of potential demand, and the optimal bike station location.

The literature on methods for identifying new locations for bicycle facilities is scarce.
A GIS-based grid cell model for bicycle facility prioritization and location can provide
the flexibility to include various relevant, readily available data sources in an easily inter-
pretable graphical format suitable for decision makers and the public [27]. This method
supported a study [11] that presented a new methodology to identify the optimal locations
using a GIS-based approach that considers multiple criteria. According to some identified
indicators, the study area was divided into 300 m by 300 m grid cells, and a prioritization
index for new bicycle parking was generated. The indicators were then combined, and a
weighting scheme was applied. Only grid cells within 100 m of the existing bicycle network
were selected. The recommended number of parking spaces for each grid cell was then
calculated according to the current parking supply and the existing and potential demand
for bicycle parking.
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GIS-based models also identify the lack of bike sites and bike rack hot spots utilizing
spatial–temporal analysis. Wang et al. [36] applied retail location theory to determine
the site selection of rental stations in Taiwan. The study concluded that spatial–temporal
analysis could be used to effectively determine the most suitable bike station locations. The
GIS-based method can also calculate the spatial distribution of the potential demand for
trips. García-Palomares et al. [21] located stations using location-allocation models and
determined station capacity (number of docks), defining the characteristics of the demand
for stations (the number of docks and bicycles at each station), and evaluating different
scenarios with variations in the number of stations. The authors tested two of the most
common solutions in location-allocation models: minimizing impedance and maximizing
coverage. The first approach allows the station location to be optimized to minimize the
distance between supply and demand. The second approach attempts to optimize the total
population covered within a particular fixed radius. Another study focused on location
coverage models to site bike stations to provide an equitable spatial distribution using
spatial analytics, including GIS and spatial optimization [34]. A set of stations provided the
best access to a designated bike path network for the most significant number of potential
users for a given investment level.

Some researchers have used a combination of several techniques of MCDM in their
studies. A study that integrates MCDM and fuzzy GIS to address the problem of where
to build BSS stations and bikeways has adopted MCDM to compare a series of identified
location-related criteria and decide which criterion is more efficacious [19]. MCDM meth-
ods (AHP, FAHP, and BWM) were used in the study to rank alternative locations. GIS was
a helpful tool, as spatial analyses were used to provide spatial indicators for criteria evalua-
tion. The proposed technique simultaneously finds suitable locations for BSS stations and
bike lanes, promoting effective land use planning. Fazio et al. [20] combined GIS-based and
MSDM methods to define the priority ranking of station locations through a spatial analysis
combined with a multi-criteria approach. In the first step, the study area was divided
into zones (a 100 × 100 m mesh grid) to discretize the corresponding spatial attributes
and achieve a high degree of detail on the positioning of the facilities being studied. Each
location was confirmed within a radius of a predetermined threshold distance from an
existing cycle route. Otherwise, it was deleted. Finally, a choice was made regarding the
type of parking facilities, based on short- or long-term parking needs. The study concluded
that a spatial approach is required in the BSS, which incorporates infrastructure, network,
and station location. The study also concluded that the applied methodology efficiently
connects the origin to the destination and guarantees safety. Identifying the best location
for siting bicycle-sharing stations can use a mix of AHP and spatial multi-criteria analysis.
In a case study in Yogyakarta [38], three main criteria of the transport network, land use,
and demand with 13 sub-criteria were used in the analysis. According to the created
suitability map of bike sharing, the study proposed the location of new stations.

Some researchers have used a combination of GIS and mathematical models in their
studies. For example, in a study conducted on a university campus [26], 20 demand
points and 20 potential bike station sites were determined as point features, and campus
roads were vectored as line features via GIS. The study used GIS software combined with
mathematical models. GIS optimization analysis can be used to determine the optimal
number of bikes and bike stations [23]. New bike station locations can be extracted using a
location-allocation spatial analysis tool and a gravity model [30].

Few studies investigate the role and impact of online platforms on planning outcomes
to reach better station location techniques. Griffin and Jiao [37] used participatory GIS
(PPGIS) to conduct two analyses—proximity and geospatial analysis—to evaluate how
close planners built new bike share stations to those suggested on PPGIS platforms. Ac-
cording to the first analysis, only a small percentage of the stations were located within
30 m of proposed stations. However, a second analysis showed a substantial clustering of
suggested and built stations in both cities that was not likely due to a random distribution.
The results of [9] were obtained with a location-allocation model coupled with GIS, which
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assigns each user an impedance value from each station. Addressing location-allocation
using GIS enables inspecting how a BSS could be well planned and consolidated.

Based on Sections 3 and 4, Tables 1 and 2 summarize the findings of the literature review.
A comprehensive and systematic classification of some critical items such as “Goals”,

“Context”, “Location criteria”, “Added value”, and “Techniques” were extracted from the
target papers in Tables 1 and 2, respectively for, “Planning and Design Problems” and
“Operation Improvement Problems”.

Table 1. Overview of literature on planning and design of BSSs.

Ref. Goals Context Location Criteria Added Value Techniques

[10]

optimize the
location of stations,
fleet size, capacity
of stations, number
of bicycles in each
station

population: more than
140,000 in 2011, 18% of
daily trips are taken in
public transport,
57% of trips are less
than 4 km

optimization
model based on
the demands of
each zone; no zone
should exceed a
maximum distance
between any
two points

the model considered
the maximization of
the benefits for
investors and it
involves maximizing
the number of users

mathematical
algorithms

[11]

to develop a
practice-ready
GIS-based method
to identify optimal
locations

pop. 531,902 (2016),
area: 454 km2, ca.
424 km of bikeways

proximity of
cycling network to
bus stops, OD
existing cyclists,
OD potential
cyclists, proximity
to existing
bike parking

developed a
methodology to
precisely identify the
optimal locations of
long-term and
short-term bicycle
parking and stations

combines GIS and
MCDM

[13]

find the criteria of
stations location,
finding the best
locations of
stations

14 areas in the city
were proposed to have
new stations

bicycle path,
public transport
and road networks,
use type, demand

comprehensive model
by combining
mathematical
programming and
multi-criterion
decision-making
techniques

combines MCDM
and mathematical
algorithms

[19]

determine
locations of
stations and
bicycle lanes
together

pop. 15 million (2018) closeness to points
of interest

workflow that
combines GIS and
MCDM methods

combines GIS and
MCDM

[20]

prioritization of
locations of the
cycle stations
within an urban
area, in
combination with
the design of a
cycle network

pop. 300,000
inhabitants; poor
bicycle infrastructure

closeness and
accessibility to the
public transport
system,
population, job
locations,
parking demand

propose a GIS-based
approach to solve the
location problem of
bike parking

combines GIS and
MCDM

[21]

optimize station
location, identify
the station’s main
characteristics, and
assess the utility of
each station

pop. 1.1 million; 0.1%
of trips are made by
bicycle

proximity to
population,
activities, public
transport network,
distances
between stations

use location-allocation
models to optimize
station location

combines GIS and
MCDM
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Table 1. Cont.

Ref. Goals Context Location Criteria Added Value Techniques

[22]

identify the station
location, the
number of docks,
bikes at each
station, and the
number of trips

new town with est.
pop. 59,200

the most traversed
route, MRT Station,
LRT Station peaks

conduct a numerical
analysis using transit
data

mathematical
algorithms

[23]

locates and
optimizes the
number of bikes
and stations

ca. 205,000 residents,
over 32 km network,
area of approx.
3.6 km in diameter

population density,
employment
density, proximity
to points of interest

use GIS optimization
analysis to determine
the optimal number of
bikes and bike stations

combines GIS and
mathematical
algorithms

[24]

find the number
and location of
stations, creation
of bicycle lanes,
selection of paths
of users between
origins and
destinations,
inventory levels at
stations,
considering total
cost and service
levels

case study with four
bus stations, two mass
rapid transit stations,
six office buildings,
and eleven candidate
sites for stations

minimize the sum
of traveling costs,
convenient
walking distance,
proximity to
important origins
and destinations
of traffic

create a model to
develop methods for
obtaining solutions for
the design variables in
practical situations

mathematical
algorithms

[25] new model for
station location

a network with a grid
of 3.0 × 3.6 km
composed of streets,
three bus lines with
bus stops and
potential bike stations,

maximum cycling
distance,
maximum walking
distance, proximity
to bus stops,
station
construction
budget

link the location
design of a BSS to
urban public transport
lines considering
social equality
principles

mathematical
algorithms

[26]

find possible
locations of the
stations for users
(students)

pop. 1,975,302 (2016),
university has 40,000
population, area
311 ha

proximity to
demand points,
available for
possible
infrastructure

five different
location-allocation
models were
implemented to the
bike location problem

combines GIS and
mathematical
algorithms

Table 2. Overview of literature on operation improvement of BSSs.

Ref. Goals Context Location Criteria Added Value Techniques

[9] optimize the location
of bike stations

415,124 inhab.,
508 km2, BSS
operating for two
years, 135 bikes,
8 stations

distance from user’s
residence location, proximity
to current stations

evaluate the location of
bike stations based on the
location of the system’s
users

GIS

[27]

show how GIS can be
used to help
effectively plan
additions to an
existing bicycle
network

pop. 3.7 million, total
of 425 km of cycling
facilities

actual and potential bicycle
trips, segments of bicycle
paths suggested by the
survey, bicycle–vehicle
collision data, presence of
dangling nodes, or cycling
facilities ending abruptly

presenting a GIS-based,
grid cell model for bicycle
facility prioritization and
location

GIS

[28]

prioritization suitable
locations of bike
stations in each zone
by using AHP

CBD with
200–300 km2

type of land, amount of
available space, accessibility
to main bike routes,
walkability to destinations

application of AHP to
rank suitable locations of
bike stations

MCDM (AHP)
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Table 2. Cont.

Ref. Goals Context Location Criteria Added Value Techniques

[29]

locate future station
sites by comparing
them to existing
stations

pop. 342,062, area
25,437 km2, 130 bikes

proximity to points of interest,
population density, transit
hubs

different MCDM
methods were combined
with GIS

combines GIS
and MCDM

[30]
identify the top three
locations for bike
station placements

21 bike stations proximity to points of interest,
existing stations

gravity model, replacing
facility location size with
a suitability score

GIS and Huff’s
gravity model

[31]
optimize the location
assignment of virtual
stations

maximize user demand
proposed mixed models
to find the location and
maximize user demand

mathematical
algorithms

[32]

optimize distance
between the building
entrance/exit and the
station to determine
exact station
locations

public bicycle
stations located in
eight types of land
use; questionnaire
survey conducted in
220 stations

transport hub, residential and
commercial districts, office
area, schools, scenic area &
park, other (large/small
amenity)

determine the exact
station locations to
minimize the walking
distance

mathematical
algorithms

[33]

optimize the stations,
considering
minimizing time and
travel cost

CBD, OD nodes were
selected close to the
public and important
centers

construction cost, traveling
cost, demand, public and
essential centers

considering stochastic
demands, and adopt a
hybrid algorithm

mathematical
algorithms

[34]
assessment of the
number and location
of stations

to assess the number
of stations and their
location

the initial investment,
walking distance, location
coverage, demand coverage

utilizing spatial analytics,
including GIS and spatial
optimization

GIS

[35]

selecting optimal
service sites and
planning the shortest
circuit planning
between service sites
in each region

one week of data
collection,
94,310 bicycles

population density, demand,
neighborhood size

using a density-based
clustering algorithm and
an improved ant colony
algorithm

mathematical
algorithms and
GIS

[36]

identify lacking bike
and/or lacking bike
rack hot spots and
determine site
selection of further
stations

196 stations,
8934 racks,
6406 bikes

demographic variables,
accessibility, attractiveness of
shopping district, potential
for development,
competitiveness

using spatial–temporal
analysis and retail
location theory to
determine stations site
selection

GIS

[37]

investigate the role
and impact of an
online platform on
planning outcomes in
station location

- -
participatory GIS to
evaluate the suggested
and built station location

participatory GIS

[38] finding the optimal
location of the station

pop. 422,732 (2017),
pop. density of
13,007 inhab./km2

proximity to points of interest mixed spatial analysis
using AHP and GIS

combines GIS
and MCDM

5. Results and Discussion

Section 5.1 presents an analysis of Section 3. Finally, for identifying the advantages
and disadvantages of the mentioned techniques in Section 4, an analysis is provided
in Section 5.2.

5.1. Analysis of Types of Problems

In a location problem context, some criteria should be considered for choosing ap-
propriate places for bike stations (or parking) in a city. To the best of our knowledge,
there is a research gap in identifying, systematizing, and collecting data of applicable
criteria for locating and classifying bicycle stations. Therefore, based on the literature, a
classification of main criteria is proposed in this study: “bike network”, “operator”, “user”,
and “city infrastructure”. Each category includes a series of sub-criteria, which, alone or
in interaction with each other, influence the location of stations. The “bike network” in-
cludes sub-criteria that directly depend on its components, such as station, station capacity,
number of bicycles in the system, and bike lanes. Initial budget, network maintenance
cost, and system balancing cost are related totally to the “operator.” Maximum walking
distance, history of user transactions data, level of satisfaction, and trip safety are among
the “user” criteria. Several factors also relate to the implementation environment of a BSS,
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including city size, other public transportation, landscape, points of interest (POI), and the
population that refers to the city infrastructure.

• Location criteria

Table 3 presents all the criteria considered in previous studies for “initial network
design” and “operation improvement”.

Table 3. The station location criteria used in the literature.

Main Criteria Sub-Criteria

Bike network (C1)

demand points/zones (consist of proximity to OD existing cyclists, OD potential
cyclists, OD bike parking, job locations, OD of traffic, possible infrastructure) (C1-1),

most traversed route (C1-2), maximum distances between stations (C1-3), cycling
infrastructure (bike parking, bicycle path, number of bikes and stations in system,

number of docks in stations) (C1-4)

Operator (C2) station construction budget (C2-1), traveling costs (C2-2)

User (C3) convenient maximum walking distance (C3-1), convenient maximum cycling distance
(C3-2), user transection in other public modes (C3-3), user safety (C3-4)

City infrastructure (C4)
points of interest (schools, scenic area, parks, etc.) (C4-1), population density (C4-2),

employment density (C4-3), public transport system (consist of proximity to bus stops,
MRT Station, LRT station) (C4-4), city and neighborhood size (C4-5)

In addition to the criteria listed in Table 3, researchers have considered additional
criteria in the development stage listed in Table 4.

Table 4. The extra station location criteria used in literature, in the stage of operation improvement.

Main Criteria Sub-Criteria

Bike network (C1) competitiveness (C1-5), network connectivity (C1-6)

Operator (C2) initial investment budget (C2-3)

User (C3) distance from user residence location (C3-5), bicycle–vehicle collision data (C3-6),
historical user transection (C3-7)

City infrastructure (C4) location coverage (C4-6), the potential for development (C4-7), type of land (C4-8)

By considering the criteria of both tables, having a flawless operation and balanced
pick-ups and drop-offs of bicycles among stations will be expected for both stages of design
and expansion. Therefore, operators need to have fewer rebalancing expenses in the system
and maintain high user satisfaction. Furthermore, from a global perspective, attention to
electric vehicle charging stations in the bicycle station’s location to help reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and promote the use of more electric vehicles was not considered in previous
studies. The construction of a bicycle station near a car charging station will help encourage
citizens to use clean transportation. Therefore, it is suggested that the bicycle station’s
proximity to electric vehicle charging stations be considered a criterion in future studies. In
addition, in a long-term plan, gas stations will devote all or part of their capacity to car and
electric bicycle charging stations. The proximity of bicycle stations to current gas stations
can be a practical suggestion.

• Main goals of previous studies

The main goal of most of the selected studies was finding the optimal station location,
as is shown in Tables 1 and 2. The goal is usually pursued related to one of the domains of
proposed categories in this study, or a combination. For example, in the “bike network”
domain, the goal of the study by Guler and Yomralioglu [19] was to determine station
locations and bicycle lanes together. In complementary work, the goal of Lin et al. [24] was
finding the location of stations by considering the number of stations, bicycle lanes, and
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inventory levels at stations: concerning the operator perspective, the study considered the
total cost and service levels. The impact of the initial budget allocated to the project on
the station location was evaluated in [34]. User satisfaction, minimum walking distance
between origin and stations, and user safety are the principal research goals for the user’s
perspective. In the domain of “city infrastructure”, the more variable goals were consid-
ering the points of interest [29,38], public transport system [13,32], and providing access
to the BSSs for low-income areas [34]. In general, in previous studies, while finding the
optimal station location, if many and various sub-criteria were targeted in the study’s goal,
the study would be considered a more valuable study.

• Impact of city and BSS characteristics on station location

To plan a new BSS and expand a currently operated BSS, it must have comprehen-
sive information about the city and BSS characteristics. City characteristics consist of its
infrastructures, such as points of interest (schools, scenic area, parks, etc.), population and
employment density [35], public transport system (proximity to bus stops, MRT stations,
or LRT stations), topology (flat or uneven city), street network, and city size. There are very
few studies that have considered most of these city characteristics in their location models.
Instead, researchers often consider one or some of the city-related factors for simplicity of
modeling. This procedure is quite similar for considering the BSS characteristics. Service
densities include the number of bikes, racks in stations, and the number of stations in
the system. In addition, to have an optimal location for stations, it is necessary to pay
attention to the possibility of constructing bikeways and their integrity [19]. Although user
transactions in a current operating system are essential in its expansion, a few studies [9,36]
have used bike and racks usage data (whether empty or full station, respectively) in their
research. In addition, demand prediction [34] can help operators to have a reasonable
estimate of the number of future stations and, thus, perform correct management of the
initial budget [10] by considering other operation concerns [36].

5.2. Analysis of Location Techniques

According to Tables 1 and 2, most studies added value in line with the applied location
technique(s). Based on the available information, the systematization of the methods used
for locating bicycle stations is one of the gaps observed in previous studies addressed in
this paper. The location techniques are categorized into three proposed classifications,
namely “mathematical algorithms”, “multi-criteria decision making”, and “GIS-based
modeling”.

GIS can utilize geographical aspects to create a spatial decision support system for
solving complex planning problems by analyzing, editing, consulting, storing, and dis-
playing spatial data. According to Tables 1 and 2, several techniques can be applied to
improve the availability, efficiency, and responsiveness of BSSs. Within a complex spatial
optimization context, GIS can support decision problems. In the studies related to planning
and design problems (Table 1), six out of eleven studies used GIS-based modeling, four
studies used a combination of GIS and MCDM, and two other studies combined GIS with
a mathematical model. Therefore, more than 50% of the studies in planning and design
problems have used GIS as one of the main pillars of their analytical technique. In the stage
of operation improvement (Table 2), nine out of thirteen studies used GIS-based modeling:
two studies used a combination of GIS and MCDM, two studies combined GIS with a
mathematical model, one study used PPGIS platform, and four studies used GIS analysis
(namely proximity analysis and geospatial analysis). Therefore, close to 70% of the studies
have used GIS to solve operation improvement problems.

Figure 2 displays a conceptual diagram for the mixed use of the three techniques,
highlighting the corresponding advantages that can be combined to excel station location
problem resolution. Our review suggests that researchers pay more attention to GIS tech-
niques and the high accuracy of this type of modeling. However, GIS potential will increase
when combined with other methodological approaches. For example, one of the most
widely used combined methods is GIS-based MCDM for spatial analysis and determining
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the best station location. GIS integration with MCDM brings their strengths together
and can provide a more accurate analysis and a more robust decision for station location.
Therefore, further use of GIS spatial analytical techniques combined with mathematical
or MCDM methods is recommended for future studies in bike station locations. As an
example, in a combined GIS/MCDM approach, the weights of criteria can be obtained
using MCDM techniques, such as AHP, FAHP, ANP, or BWM. As for spatial data, the vector
model is usually applied, enabling the enumeration of spatial features that facilitates the
use of discrete models that MCDM techniques consider.
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6. Conclusions

As the interest in promoting cycling through the implementation or expansion of BSSs
continues to increase, it is crucial to address the planning problems related to the creation
of stations in SBSSs and parking areas for the DBSSs. On the one hand, installing many
service facilities such as stations in a system improves responsiveness to the demands
and satisfaction of users, increasing the initial investment and operating cost. Therefore,
optimized station location is an essential factor in designing and implementing a new BSS
or in its expansion. The current review aims to identify the current state of practice for bike
station location problems, station location criteria, and station location techniques.

Our principal contributions are:

• Classification of the two major problems: bicycle station location problems for initial
network design, i.e., “Planning and Design”, and changes in operating BSSs, i.e.,
“Operation Improvement”.

• To the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of studies to identify, select, and collect
data of applicable criteria for locating and classifying BSS stations. From the litera-
ture review analysis, we propose a classification of the main criteria for BSS station
location according to four categories: “bike network”, “operator”, “user”, and “city
infrastructure”. The sub-criteria mentioned in the literature were categorized based
on the proposed classifications in Tables 3 and 4.

• Based on the available information, the systematization of the methods used for locat-
ing bicycle stations is one of the gaps observed in previous studies addressed in this
review. The location techniques were categorized into three proposed classifications,
namely “mathematical algorithms”, “multi-criteria decision making”, and “GIS-based
modeling”.

• GIS integration with MCDM brings their strengths together and can provide a more
refined lens and a more accurate decision support tool for BSS station locations.

The creativity of using user locations and public questionnaires to receive station
location suggestions were the two added values of recent studies concerning station
location. The utilization of these two parameters is suggested in future studies. The results
of this study can be beneficial for researchers, managers, and decision makers in both
domains of designing a new BSS or developing an existing BSS in a city.
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